Impact of shear zone distribution in the middle to lower crust
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Varying horizontal position

Deformation localization occurs at all scales of the
Earth. Localization implies weakening, and takes the
form of shear zones in the middle and lower crust.
But how much do these shear zones affect what we
see at the surface of an orogen?
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Varying depth – 100km long shear zones
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Our guiding question: What scale, position, and
magnitude of weakened zones can affect orogen
topography? (And in what patterns?)

Long dipping shear zone 10x weaker

Long dipping shear zone 2x weaker
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Long dipping shear zone 10x weaker

Varying depth – 20km long shear zones

The numerical model

Mohr-Coulomb upper crust: φ = 35˚, C = 50MPa before failure; φ = 15˚, C = 100kPa after failure
fixed

Long dipping shear zone 2x weaker
-5 km

Drucker-Prager lower crust based on ε=A σn e-Q/RT: ε = 10-14 s-1, A = 10-33 Pa-4s-1, n = 4, Q = 150kJ/mol
crustal density: ρ = 2700 kg/m3
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Deformation front moved inboard
and becomes much steeper
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Inferred weakening mechanisms for
km-scale shear zones in the Central
Gneiss belt and Grenville Front
Tectonic Zone (GFTZ)
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An example of hydration-induced reaction causing km-scale weakening
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Un- to weakly retrogressed

lower amphibolite

1. Even 20 km long shear zones can affect
orogen topography.
2. With a shear zone present, deformation
shifts towards the underlying plate.
3. Orogen-scale effects are relatively
insensitive to shear zone position unless
shear zone connects to upper crust (and
thereby to the surface).

Central Gneiss belt

Some candidates
Thermal (advection or shear heating)
Textural change
Hydration
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Take-home points

Unanswered question #2: What are the dominant causes of
km-scale weak zone development? Are they the same in
different tectonic settings?
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10x weaker shear zone = minimal wall-rock deformation
2x weaker shear zone = moderate wall-rock deformation

Sensitive to shear zone strength for shear zones
extending to the top of the lower crust

Unanswered question #1: Do most
km-scale shear zones affect orogen-scale
kinematics?
How contemporaneously
connected are shear zones with
each other and with the base of
the upper crust?

Hypothetical metamorphic facies distributions
after moderate exhumation
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Higher inlet orogen

greenschist

• Solve the three-dimensional mechanical equations
• Initial temperature calculated using typical geothermal parameters; no subsequent conductive evolution
• Shear zones, applied as areas 2x or 10 weaker than ambient, inserted as indicated in figures at right
• Reference model contains no shear zones
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